We are now Refinitiv, formerly the Financial and Risk business of Thomson Reuters. We’ve set a bold course for the future – both ours and yours – and are introducing our new brand to the world.

As our brand migration will be gradual, you will see traces of our past through documentation, videos, and digital platforms.

Thank you for joining us on our brand journey.
IFR ASIA: ESSENTIAL COVERAGE OF ASIA-PACIFIC CAPITAL MARKETS
INVESTMENT BANKING PROFESSIONALS RELY ON IFR ASIA’S DEEP INSIGHT INTO FINANCING MARKETS ACROSS THE ASIA-PACIFIC REGION

Thomson Reuters’ IFR Asia is the leading source of fixed income, capital markets and investment banking news and commentary. IFR Asia’s team of market specialists report on capital raising across asset classes, from rumour through to market reception – in real-time, online, on mobile, in print – and on Thomson Reuters Eikon.

IFR Asia’s special reports, roundtables and conferences provide expert thought leadership to a senior financial markets audience; IFR Asia Awards are the region’s most prestigious. Markets professionals rely on IFR Asia’s combination of commentary, analysis, data and forecasting for intelligence they can act on.

IFRasia.com gives you:
- The full content from IFR Asia Magazine, going back to 1997
- Intra-day updates across asset classes
- Search archive, filterable by asset class, region, currency, and more
- Deal databases for bonds, loans, equities and convertible issuance.
Cross-asset class coverage of the region’s international and domestic capital markets, updated daily - plus the full content from IFR Asia Magazine updated every Friday. Visit ‘Latest News’ for the key stories from across the markets; navigate deeper content by asset class and sub-sector.

**DEALS DATABASE**

Deals database for bonds, loans, equities and convertibles issuance, updated weekly. Filter by asset class, currency and sector; click through for detailed tear sheets; export to Microsoft Excel.

---

**Capital curbs hit Hong Kong IPOs**

IFR Asia 931 - February 27, 2016

China’s efforts to limit capital outflows are weighing on Hong Kong IPOs, dimming hopes for the city’s first big float of the year.

**Khazanah pushes too hard**

IFR Asia 931 - February 27, 2016

Sovereign wealth fund Khazanah Nasional put another dent in Malaysia’s capital market’s reputation last week with a US dollar sukuk that tumbled in secondary trading.

**JGB sales shake up Japanese banks**

IFR Asia 931 - February 27, 2016

Japan’s banks are slowly shaking off the conservative habits that have defined the country’s financial system for three decades, and are rapidly selling down their giant holdings of Japanese government bonds as they look to increase risk-taking at home and overseas.

**CSRC shake-up stirs talk of reform**

IFR Asia 931 - February 27, 2016

China’s decision to replace its top securities regulator is set to delay long-awaited IPO reforms and may lead to further consolidation of the country’s fragmented bond market.
DIGITAL EDITION OF IFR ASIA MAGAZINE

Access a digital replica of IFR Asia’s print magazine, updated each Friday. Plus regular Special Reports and Roundtables, covering industry themes and trends.

KEY INDUSTRY LEAGUE TABLES

Investment banking industry league tables - across asset classes and regions - updated weekly.

An IFR Asia Magazine subscription includes regular special reports, roundtable supplements, plus the annual Review of the Year awards publication.

IFR Asia Magazine is published weekly and delivered to subscribers each Monday.
To find out how IFR can benefit your business visit
financial.thomsonreuters.com/ifr

Asia Pacific and Japan: +852 291 26606
Europe: +44 (0)20 7542 4569
Americas: +1 (646) 223-5543
IFR.clientsupport@thomsonreuters.com

International Financing Review (IFR)
The leading source of fixed income, capital markets
and investment banking news and commentary - in
real-time, online, on mobile, in print, on Thomson
Reuters Eikon.
financial.thomsonreuters.com/ifr

Thomson Reuters LPC
Syndicated loan market professionals around the
world rely on Thomson Reuters LPC for
real-time and historical news, comprehensive data
and expert analysis. Products include
on-line platforms, print publications, interactive
databases, and valuation services.
loanpricing.com

Project Finance International (PFI)
News, data and commentary on the international
energy and infrastructure financing markets -
covering projects from rumour to completion.
Online, in print, and on Thomson Reuters Eikon.
financial.thomsonreuters.com/pfi
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